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Body:

The sorry results of my phone call to Judy Hodgson:CALL REPORTDocument's Author: Joseph Freeman/ARRB 

Date Created: 05/17/96 The Players Description of the Call Date: 05/17/96Subject: Followup on 3/21/96 

meetingSummary of the Call:The Committee appears to have done virtually nothing on the action items they 

committed to in late March. Judy was, as always, pleasant and friendly, but very defensive concerning how 

busy they are, etc. I stressed our immediate need for their data disks. She agreed to try and get them to us or 

Steve Tilley in the near future. She stated that she'd be shocked if Jim Wolf had done anything about locating 

the testimonies he committed to securing in March. She also said that I should talk to Wolf about arranging a 

visit to Archives I to look at the records ourselves. I repeated our and NARA's offer to do the work of finding 

and processing additional Church Committee records under the JFK Act. She stated she was all for going this 

route, but intimated that Jim Wolf and Charlie Battaglia were resistant to doing so.We left it that I would call 

her again in the middle of next week if I hadn't heard from her, re: disks, and that I would call Jim Wolf directly 

(she suggested anytime after Monday) on trying to arrange a visit to look at the records.On a related note, I 

spoke with Steve Tilley late yesterday before calling Judy today, and he confirmed that he had not (despite the 

best of intentions) followed up with her since the March meeting.
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